Higher energy consumption of Heterogeneous Networks (HetNet), compared to Macro Only Networks (MONET), raises a great concern about the energy efficiency of HetNets. In this work we study a dynamic activation strategy, which changes the state of small cells between Active and Idle according to the dynamically changing user traffic, in order to increase the energy efficiency of HetNets. Moreover, we incorporate dynamic inter-tier bandwidth allocation to our model. The proposed Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation and Dynamic Activation (DBADA) strategy is applied in cell-edge deployment of small cells, where HotSpot regions are located far from the master base station. Our objective is to maximize the sum utility of the network with minimum energy consumption. To ensure proportional fairness among users, we used logarithmic utility function. To evaluate the performance of the proposed strategy, the median, 10-percentile and the sum of users' data rates and the network energy consumption are evaluated by simulation. Our simulation results shows that the DBADA strategy improves the energy consumed per unit of users' data rate by up to 25%. It also achieves lower energy consumption by at least 25%, compared to always active scenario for small cells.
Introduction
The growth in the number of mobile users and the increase in their required data rates motivate researchers to think about more advanced wireless network architectures [1, 2] .
The new architectures should be able to cope with the conventional network planning, where a single Base Station (BS)
is responsible for coordinating all the communications that take place within a large cell. Among all, a heterogeneous deployment of small BSs (SBSs) which is underlaid by a conventional single-BS network is proved to be promising for improving both the network coverage and the users quality of experience. [3, 4] .
The direct result of deploying a large number of BSs inside a conventional single-BS cell is an inevitable growth in the network energy consumption. Therefore, since the emergence of HetNets, there has been a great concern about their energy efficient deployments [5] [6] [7] . However, according to [8] , there are great fluctuations in the number of active users in a cellular network. Those fluctuations, which are experienced over time and space, enable us to think about more efficient deployments of small cells. For instance, putting small cells to Idle state in off-peak hours is proposed in the literature [9] .
In this strategy, a small cell is pushed to Idle state if its serving traffic drops below a certain threshold and would switch back to Active state if its traffic passes a (not necessarily the same) threshold. The two thresholds might not be the same to prevent unnecessary instantaneous switches. When a small cell goes to Idle state, its users would be offloaded to either Macro BS (MBS) or by other SBSs [10] .
There is a diverse literature about energy efficient deployment of HetNets. Authors in [11] propose a dynamic ON/OFF strategy for both uniform and non-uniform user distributions. In this work, the achievable degree of energy efficiency under a certain outage probability is studied. However, the effect of energy saving on the potential improvements of HetNets over Macro Only Networks (MONETs) has not been studied. In [12] , the traffic delay and energy efficiency trade-off in HetNets is studied. A dynamic ON/OFF strategy over a dynamically changing traffic in an HetNet is studied in [13] , where the authors try to maximize energy efficiency of the network. Although their sum rate analysis sheds some light on the possible energy efficiency improvement of HetNets, they do not consider fairness among users.
A joint partial spectrum sharing and ON/OFF strategy for a two tier HetNet is introduced in [14] . In this work, the coverage probabilities with different reuse factors are examined.
An activity management algorithm, based on state switching of small cells, is proposed in [15] .
In this paper, we study the problem of energy efficient de-This article is an "Accepted Paper" for SmartCom 2019.
Copyright belongs to the author(s). arXiv:1910.08229v1 [cs.NI] 18 Oct 2019 ployment of HetNets. we study a dynamic activation and dynamic spectrum allocation strategy, with the objective of maximizing the sum utility and energy efficiency of the network. By using a logarithmic utility function, we aim at providing proportional fairness among the active users in the network. In order to consider the price of energy, we introduce a new parameter, which essentially adjusts the weight of energy efficiency in the optimization problem. We evaluate the improvement of DBADA strategy by studying the sum, median and 10-percentile of users' data rate. We show, by simulation, that by employing DBADA with Proportional Fair Scheduling (PFS), both energy efficiency and users' experience could be considerably improved.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present our system model. The optimization problem and discussions about the solutions are provided in Section III. The simulations result and conclusions are presented in Section IV and Section V, respectively.
system model
In this work, a two tier HetNet is considered. As depicted in Fig. 1 , small cells are deployed far from MBS to improve cell edge experience. User associations are done based on the received SNR, such that a user would be assigned to macro tier if its received SNR from MBS is higher than all the SBSs.
Otherwise it will be assigned to a small cell which provides the highest SNR. We dynamically divide spectrum among different tiers/cells, in a way that it gives the highest sum utility in the network. The utility of a user is logarithmically proportional to its data rate. This choice of utility function ensures fairness among users, by preventing the exclusive assignment of spectrum to the closely located users.
In our dynamic Active/Idle switching strategy, we assume that idle small cells consume a fixed amount of energy, for staying coordinated with the rest of network, which is much smaller than the energy they consume when they are ac- 
problem statement and solution
The problems of utility maximization and dynamic activation have been separately studied in the literature. In this paper, we study the joint problem, in order to understand the trade-off between energy efficiency and users' experience.
Thus our optimmization problem is written as, 
where rn is the data rate and U (rn) is the utility experienced by user n and N is the total number of users in the system. E k is the energy consumed by kth BS and K is the total number of BSs. Here β corresponds to the relative price of energy in the studied environment. Wn and WT are the spectrum share of nth user and the total available spectrum in the system, respectively. The data rate of user n is given by,
).
There are a broad range of utility functions defined in the literature. Authors in [16] use a linear utility function which is suitable for FTP file transmission. Another utility function, which is known to guarantee proportional fairness in the system [17] , is the logarithmic function. The basic idea behind using logarithmic utility functions is that, due to their concavity, they allocate higher spectrum to the penalized users. This simple but important feature of logarithmic functions makes them a good feat for improving fairness in communication systems [17] , where the goal is to provide an acceptable quality of experience for most of the users. Accordingly, the problem of an energy-efficient proportional fair 2-tier HetNet can be written as
where ln stands for the natural algorithm. Due to the concavity of ln(.) function, the objective function (3) The parameter β, is responsible for unit compatibility of the two terms in the objective function as well as the relative price of the energy of the studied environment. Essentially, the larger β stands for the greater price of the energy and the smaller β stands for lower energy price. Therefore, it is expected that DBADA strategy pushes more small cells to Idle state as the value of β gets larger.
numerical results
With the same model as in Fig. 1 In addition, the fluctuations of the number of active users, are modeled with zero-mean uniform random variables, nm and n h . Therefore, the instantaneous number of users in macro cell and HotSpot are given by, DBADA cares more about energy than the sum utility by pushing more pico cells to Idle state, which is shown by Fig.   2 . On the other hand, as β decreases the DBADA strategy gets closer to Picos Active strategy and tends to push even the lightly loaded pico cells to Active state. improves the median rate at least by 10%, as shown in Fig. 4 .
Unlike the 10-percentile rate, MO is not a good strategy for improving median rate. PA80%, on the other hand, performs very close to DBADA strategy. This behavior is in line with intuition, the small cell users are closer to the base station and allocating them higher spectrum will increase the median user experience. With sum rate as evaluation scheme, on the other hand, PA80% is the best strategy, since it keeps the small cells always active and allocates them high portion of spectrum. This will result the small cell user, which are also in advantage of being close to their BS, to gain high data rates and maximize the sum rate compared to other strategies. However, keeping small cell always in active state is not energy efficient and reasonable trade-off between energy consumption and user experience is necessary.
In order to incorporate energy consumption into data rate metrics, we introduce the average energy per sum, median and 10-percentile rates. These metrics capture the amount of energy spent per unit of the data rate metrics. In Table II 
Conclusion
A dynamic resource allocation and dynamic activation strategy for HetNets was proposed. The optimization problem, with the objective of maximizing network utility and energy efficiency was formulated. In the studied scenario small cells were employed far from MBS to improve cell edge experience. Through simulations, we observed that DBADA strategy achieves highest average median and average 10-percent rates while maintaining close-to-maximum average sum rate.
In addition, with the minimum energy per network sum rate and median rate, DBADA was shown to achieve at least 21% improvement in energy per 10-percentile rate over small cellsalways-active scenarios.
